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Propagating beam solutions for optical waveguides can be made to generate such mode-related properties
as propagation constants, relative mode powers, and group delays with high precision and considerable flexi-
bility. These quantities are needed in the analysis of optical fiber dispersion. The technique requires the
generation of correlation functions from the numerical solutions of a wave equation. These correlation
functions are in turn Fourier-transformed with respect to axial distance z. The resulting spectra display
sharp resonances corresponding to mode groups, and the positions and heights of these resonances deter-
mine the previously mentioned mode properties. The spectral analysis is made highly accurate by the use
of line-shape fitting techniques. With this method, mode group delays can be determined to a precision of
+0.12 psec/km using a computation covering a 5-cm propagation path.

1. Introduction

We have described previously an accurate and general
method for computing electric fields in optical fiber
waveguides without the use of normal-mode eigen-
functions. 1' 2 This method, which we have called the
propagating-beam method, can be used to solve either
the Helmholtz or the parabolic wave equation in con-
figuration space in terms of discrete Fourier transforms.
It is applicable to general source fields that describe
realistic launch conditions and to refractive-index
profiles that are characterizable by either analytic or
tabular data.

The propagating-beam method furnishes an accurate
description of spatial (near-field) and angular (far-field)
properties of the electric field, but it can also generate
information relevant to a purely modal description of
the field as well. For example, the mode propagation
constants and the power contained in groups of modes
with the same propagation constant can be determined
from a Fourier analysis of the complex field-amplitude
correlation function2 P 1(z) = (e*(O)e(z), where the
brackets signify integration over the waveguide cross
section, and z represents axial distance. The function
'Pi(j) , which is the Fourier transform with respect to z
of Pj(z), displays a set of resonant peaks that identify
the various degenerate guided- and leaky-mode groups
that have been excited by the source: the peaks occur
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at values of :3 that correspond to the mode propagation.
constants fA,, and the heights of the peaks are propor-
tional to the powers of the corresponding mode groups.
With this information it is possible to compute the
waveguide impulse-response function 3

h(t,z) = L Wn(t - z/Vn), (1)
n

where the mode-group velocities Vn are determined
from the relation

1/un = (Mn/O.), (2)

and the Wn represent the relative power in the corre-
sponding mode groups. Dispersion in a multimode
waveguide with negligible intramodal dispersion is
completely characterized by h(t,z). (For further dis-
cussion regarding the theory of optical waveguide dis-
persion and related questions, the reader is referred to
Refs. 3-13.)

The Fourier transform P1 (3) must be computed
numerically from a finite length record of Pi(z) multi-
plied by a suitable window function. (A window func-
tion vanishes at its end points and is designed to reduce
undesirable sidelobes of spectral resonances that result
from truncation of the record.) When the discrete
values of Pi() have been computed, the actual peaks
must be located by an interpolation scheme, since they
do not in general coincide with values of the sampled
spatial frequency set. In Ref. 2 it was demonstrated
that mode weights and propagation constants could be
determined accurately by this technique for propaga-
tion distances of the order of 10 cm.

With accurate values of f3-, it is possible in principle
to compute the group delays Tn = fniaw in terms of
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finite differences. Thus if A/3,n represents the differ-
ence between On determined at frequencies and +
A, A3n/AC should be a good approximation to afn3,/da
for sufficiently small Awo. Results based on such a fi-
nite-difference approximation were, in fact, presented
in Ref. 2. There are, however, several practical dif-
ficulties to evaluating dBn3/8w in this manner. First
there is the matter of convenience. It is necessary to
match two data sets by eye in order to identify the cor-
responding resonances at the two frequencies, and the
task can be complicated by the occurrence of different
numbers of resonances at the two frequencies. Second,
and perhaps more important, the value of Aco chosen
must be sufficiently small that variation in On with X

over the range from to Awo are linear. At the same
time, Aco needs to be sufficiently large that the resulting
variations in O3n are large compared with the uncer-
tainties in the values of /3ng Simultaneous satisfaction
of both criteria is neither always guaranteed nor easy
to achieve.

In this paper we describe an entirely new method for
computing group delays that circumvents the use of
finite differences and the attendant difficulties de-
scribed above. The method is based on a generalization
of the algorithm for computing the complex field am-
plitude 6 at a single frequency co to include the simul-
taneous computation of its derivative with respect to
frequency alaw. Knowledge of a6ela makes it pos-
sible to compute the correlation function P2(Z) =
('*(O)a6(z)/w). The Fourier transform P2(O) of
'P2(z) with respect to z displays resonances at 3 = On
with heights proportional to the derivatives a/3n/la.
By fitting these resonances individually to a line-shape
function derived for the specific window function in use,
it is possible to compute group delays from the heights
of these resonances to within +2 psec/km for a propa-
gation distance of 5 cm. This represents an order of
magnitude improvement in precision over that ob-
tainable with a finite difference evaluation of f,n/aw
under the best conditions.2 By fitting groups of reso-
nances to sampled values of P2 (O) with a least-squares
method, 14 it is possible to achieve a resolution in a/3,On/
of the order of +0.1 psec/km. Application of line-shape
fitting to the determination of 3n and Con from PI(3)
also greatly enhances the accuracy in these quantities
over that previously attainable.2

All of the analysis in this paper is restricted to spectra
for the Fresnel or parabolic equation. The reason is
twofold. First, there exists a practical and highly ac-
curate algorithm for solving the Fresnel equation in
terms of discrete Fourier transforms.1 15 16 Second, a
simple transformation relates the eigenvalues of the
Fresnel equation to those of the Helmholtz equation.2

Thus, even though the Fresnel equation is valid under
conditions of weak guidance, it is simple to derive from
its solution results that are valid regardless of whether
weak guidance conditions obtain or not.

This paper is concerned primarily with illustrating
and establishing the accuracy of the new spectral
methods for determining mode eigenvalues, weights,
and group delays for optical waveguides. Therefore,

the numerical illustrations chosen apply to simple
waveguides having power-law profiles, for which ana-
lytic results are available. Applications of the methods
developed here to more complex and practical situations
will be described in forthcoming publications.

Section II reviews the simple relationship between
solutions of the Helmholtz and Fresnel or parabolic
equations and justifies the exclusive analysis of the
latter in the remainder of the paper.

Section III contains a discussion of correlation
functions and spectra derived from solutions of the
Fresnel equation. Intrinsic line-shape functions are
also derived for use in extracting the various waveguide
properties from spectral data samples. In Sec. IV, an
algorithm is derived for determining the derivative with
respect to frequency of the Fresnel wave equation so-
lution. This algorithm permits the step-by-step ad-
vance of a solution for a6'/la, in terms of discrete
Fourier transforms, simultaneously with the solution
for 6', where 6' represents the solution of the Fresnel
equation. Section V is devoted to numerical illustra-
tions concerning both 1-D and 2-D waveguides. One
result of general interest reported here is that mode-
group delays computed by the WKB method can be
rather inaccurate for modes close to cutoff.

Section VI contains a summary and conclusions, and
the Appendix gives further details on the fitting of
spectral data to line-shape functions.

II. Basic Wave Equations

The usual assumption is made that a single-frequency
component of the electric field satisfies the scalar
Helmholtz equation

a2E a2E ) 2E ct,2
d2E + -2E + d-E + - n1(coxy)E = Or (3)
ax2 ay2

az
2 c2

where E(w,x,y,z) exp(iwt) is the transverse component
of the electric field at angular frequency w, and n(w,x,y)
is the refractive index. It is convenient to express
E(w,x,y,z) as the product of a complex field amplitude
6(w,x,y,z) and a carrier wave moving in the positive
z -direction:

E(w,x,y,z) = &(w,x,y,z) exp(-ikz), (4)

where
k = (now)/c, (5)

and no is the refractive index of the waveguide
cladding.

Substitution of Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) gives

a26 ae6 _2___tnx~) -+ 2ik - ~, ) 1 }' (6)
(z 2 z in 

where V2 = a2/6x2 + 92/ay2. Neglect of the first left-
hand member of Eq. (6) leads to the parabolic or Fresnel
form of the wave equation,

2ik-= 2 ' + k
2 1 _ SA. (7)

The presence or absence of a prime will hereafter dis-
tinguish between the solutions of the Fresnel and the
Helmholtz equations, respectively.
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The general solutions to Eqs. (6) and (7) can be ex-
pressed as the normal-mode eigenfunction expan-
sions

C(x,y,z) = EI Au.(x) exp(-iWz), (8a)
n

&'(x,y,z) = E A'un(x) exp(-i3'nz), (8b)
n

where x - (x,y), and n is a generalized mode index. It
was shown in Ref. 2, however, that the mode eigen-
functions for Eqs. (6) and (7) are identical and that the
mode eigenvalues /3n and ', for the same mode index
n are simply related. These relationships can be
written

UnW(X)-Un W,

P1(z) = ff'*(xy,0)&'(xyz)dxdy

= ('*(x'yO)/(xy'z)) (11)

If 6'(x,y,z) is expressed as the superposition of or-
thogonal-mode eigenfunctions

0'(x,y,z) = E_ Anjunj(x,y) exp(-io'z),
n~j

(12)

where the index j is used to distinguish different modes
within a degenerate set having the propagation constant
/3n, P(z) can be expressed as

'1(Z) = E IAnj 2 exp(-ifl'z).nj (13)

(9a) The Fourier transform of Eq. (13) is

(9b)

n (/32 + 2kBn )/2k, (9c)

/,n = -k[1 -(1 + 2',/k)1/21. (9d)
The relations (9) are extremely useful, since they

enable the spectrum of eigenvalues for the Helmholtz
equation to be determined from the spectrum for the
Fresnel equation through a simple operation, namely,
application of Eq. (9d). Furthermore, the group delays
for the Helmholtz equation can be expressed in terms
of those for the Fresnel equation through the relation

+ n + I -Sn)
1 /3,n =no k no a 1 (10)
Vn c 11 + (2/3)] 1/2

The advantage of working with the Fresnel Eq. (7) is
the availability of a simple and accurate solution algo-
rithm for it.ll5l6 Although the solutions of the Fresnel
equation by themselves give an accurate description of
the field only under conditions of weak guidance, i.e.,
(n - no)/no << 1, the eigenvalues /3n obtained using Eq.
(9d) are valid without restriction. Because of the
simple relationship between 3' and a3' /aw on the one
hand and O3n and a/3n/aw on the other hand, the re-
maining discussion will be concerned exclusively with
the Fresnel equation and quantities derived from it.

Ill. Correlation Functions, Spectra, and Related
Matters

Two types of correlation function are required for
computing the mode parameters that determine the
impulse-response function (1). The first of these is the
field-amplitude correlation function

'P1() = : I Anji| 26(3- '),
nj (14)

which suggests that the calculated spectrum of Pl(z)
will display a series of resonances with maxima at /3 =
/' and peak values proportional to the mode weight
coefficients

Wn = IAnj 2
.

i
(15)

In practice, only a finite record of P1(z) is available,
and that record must be multiplied by a window func-
tion w (z) before Fourier transforms are computed. The
resulting resonances in the spectrum P l(o) will thus
exhibit a finite width and shape that are characteristic
of the record length Z and the window function w (z).
Since in general the resonant peaks do not coincide with
the sampled values of /3, errors will result in the values
of Wn and /n inferred from the maxima in the sampled
data set for P(). For example, the maximum un-
certainty in /3, so determined will be

Afln = A = r/Z,

where AO3 is the sampling interval in /. It is possible to
reduce the uncertainties in /'n and Wn by lengthening
Z, but it is far more efficient to first fit the correct
line-shape function intrinsic to w(z) to the sampled
values of Pi(O) that are closest to the resonance under
consideration and to determine these /'3 and Wn from
the resulting line-shape fit.

For the Hanning window

w(z) = 1 - cos 'z,

z (17)

the normalized line-shape function corresponding to the
harmonic z-dependence exp(-if'nz) is

L10(- ,,n) = ZJ exp[i( - ',n)z]tu(z)dz

exp[i( - #3n)ZI - 1

i(fl - )Z
_expi[( - n)Z + 2_r__-_ + expli[o - P')Z - 27r]} -1

jexpLL~f,,,)Z + 2~r]~ 1n (18)
2 \ i[(O3 -3,,)Z + 27r] i[(/3 - 'n)Z - 27r] )

It is possible to represent 'PI(/ over the range of that corresponds to guided modes as
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'P1(0) - E W,,C1(/ -/',). (19)
n

In general, sampled values of PiW(/) will be available for
/ = Am = mAm = 0, 1 ... 2M - 1. [Hereafter an index
m will refer to a sampled value of /, and an index n will
refer to an eigenvalue of Eq. (7).] If a local maximum
in these sampled values exists for m = m', in the
neighborhood of m' = m'A/3,P() can be represented
in terms of the local line-shape function as

(20)

where 3', is the closest eigenvalue to /3m. In the Ap-
pendix it is shown how 3', can be determined by fitting
the line-shape function LCl( - 3',) in terms of
Pi(3m'+i) and Pi(3m'-i). Once 3', is known, Wn, can
be determined from

that input conditions do not vary with w, which is con-
sistent with the existence of a broadband source at z =
0.

Making use of Eqs. (13) and (23), we can now write

s*(XY,0)d (W@xIyaZ) = -d IA,,j(w)12 exp[-i'n((w)z]

= -I Anj (w)12 exp[-i3'n(w)z]
nj aco

- iz E_ IAnjI2exp[-in()z],
nj aW

(24)

where

Anj(w) = jff un(w(x~y) '(x~yO)dxdy. (25)

Wn = 'P1(/m)/.Li(m' - /3n'). (21)

This line-shape fit for individual resonances leads to
an accurate representation for Pi (/) with the rms de-.
viation between the right- and left-hand members of Eq.
(19) typically amounting to a few parts in 104 for well-
separated resonances. When moderate overlapping of
resonances occurs, however, an independent fit of each
resonance yields less-accurate results. In such cases it
becomes necessary to determine the best line-shape fit
by least squares, employing sampled data encompassing
a number of resonances, typically of the order of five to
ten. Implementation of the least-squares line-shape
fit requires first determining the mode-eigenvalues /'n
by the line-shape fitting method for single resonances
as outlined above and in the Appendix.

The accurate location of the resonant peaks is far less
sensitive to line overlap than is the determination of the
heights of the resonant peaks. Consequently, this op-
eration can be counted on to yield accurate eigenvalues
even in cases of moderate overlap. Once the eigenval-
ues have been determined, the Wn are computed from
a linear least-squares fit of an expression of the form
(19). When the least-squares fit is employed with
well-separated resonances, one can count on at least an
order of magnitude improvement in accuracy over that
attainable by an independent line-shape fit, as will be
demonstrated in Sec. V.

The second type of correlation function needed to
compute the impulse response function is

P2(z) = 6 * (xyo) ( (,x,y,z)dxdy

= (r'*(xY,'0) d (cwxyz))' (22)

whose Fourier transform P 2() yields the Fresnel group
delays a/3' /w. To show this, one proceeds as follows.
Consider the derivative of Pj(z) with respect to c:

a'Pl(z) a d0 '*(Xo)6'(0X'Y'Z))

= -(g*(X,y,0) (WXyZ)) (23)

The second line of Eq. (22) follows from the assumption

For a finite record of P 2 (z) the normalized Fourier
transform P 2 () of P 2 (Z) can be obtained by multiply-
ing both sides of Eq. (24) by exp(i/z)w(z)/Z and inte-
grating between zero and Z:

'P20) = P2(Z) exp(i/3z)w(z)dz
n AxOwt

,, w

-iZ E a W.-L 2(/3 - n)

where for the Hanning window function

£2(3/3n

exp[i( - /'n)Z][1 - i(/ - 'n)ZI - 1

(0- / + )2Z2
expi[( - 0n)Z + 27r]311- i[( - 0n)Z + 27r] 1

2 [(O - On)Z + 2 7r]2

+ expi[( - 3'n)Z - 27r]1 - i[(/ - /'n)Z - 2r]j -1

[(/ - O'n)Z - 27r]2 

(26)

(27)

The first right-hand term in Eq. (26) can in most
practical cases be neglected. Since the second right-
hand member of Eq. (26) scales with Z, it is bound to
overpower the first term for some value of Z. In our
numerical calculations we have found the first term to
be negligible for most applications when propagation
distances are of the order of 1 cm. Hence, to an excel-
lent approximation one can take

(28)=2) =-iZ n WnL2 ( -n)
n O

However, when the first term is not negligible, it is
possible to correct it as will be shown subsequently.

As in the case of P1 (), P2 () will display a set of
resonances with peaks near / = 3,. In the neighbor-
hood of: = m, where a local maximum in the sampled
values of P 2(/) occurs, the latter function can be rep-
resented as

¶P2(/) = -iZ W,'L 2 3 - On)
dow

(29)

Since 3', and W,,t have been determined in the analysis
of P (), it is possible t6 compute a/3',/aw as
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n . (30)
dO ZWn'L2(3' - ln')

Equation (30) gives excellent results where the over-
lapping of resonances is negligible. In any case, the
accuracy of the determination of the a/3',Iw can be
significantly improved by holding the 'n values fixed
and performing a least-squares fit over a number of
resonances as in the analysis of P,().

Finally, the contribution of the first term in Eq. (26)
a/3'Al/a, although small, can be estimated as follows.
From Eq. (26) it is clear that P2 (0) can be represented
as

Equations (33) and (34) presuppose that the solution
e'(x,y, Az) is sampled at the points (j/Žx,lAy) of an N
X N rectangular grid with Ax = y = LIN and that the
coefficients 6.Mn(Z) are evaluated in terms of discrete
Fourier transforms.

One can develop a solution algorithm for a6'/Ow
simply by differentiating Eq. (32). To facilitate this,
we introduce the notation

'cAZT /\ 72 
2now

=nOwAz [n(X,y) 2 ,V = ,]o _ 12c IT!no 

(35a)

(35b)

P2(0) = A(/3) + B(/3)Z, (31a) so that
where A and B represent the first and second right-hand
terms in Eq. (26). From Eq. (30) it is then clear that

0/3', A
+ B.

O Z
(31b)

The small contribution that scales as Z-1 can then be
determined by performing the calculation of 3' ,B/dw for
two values of Z, say Z = Zo and Z = 2Zo, and eliminating
B. This procedure will in fact be applied to the evalu-
ation of the mode delays in a square-law fiber in Sec.
V.

IV. Solution Method for I(9w

The numerical solution of Eq. (7) can be developed
from the formal second-order accurate expres-
sionl 5' 16

e'(x,y,z + A) = exp (- I V2)exp(- in (xy12 1
4noco ) 2c no

ic Az 72I Xy) A )
X exp (- V2 ) s(xyz) 4now O(Az), (32)

which represents the operations of free-space propa-
gation over a distance z/2, imposition of a phase front,
and free-space propagation over an additional length
Az/2. In the free-space propagation step use is made
of the representation

~'(x~~z) = N/2 N/2 [27wi 1
6(XJZ) = N2 E 6,nn(z) exp (-Mx + ny) (33)

m=-N/2+1 n=-N/2+1 e

where

16"mn (Z + Az) = 6 mn(Z) exp [4o L- ( 2 + n2) (34)i4now 2L 2 .)

(OT)/(9ow) =-(Tc),

(OV)/(Od) = V/@.

(36a)

(36b)

For simplicity, profile dispersion has been neglected in
Eq. (36b). However, a correction for profile dispersion
can easily be added by the transformation given in Ref.
2. On carrying out the differentiation of Eq. (32) with
respect to co, one readily obtains

C

._Iu
(Q 1 

E 10-2

Q 10-5

co

Q 1- 6

10-3
co

E 10-8
E 10-9

10 -10

-3000 -2800 -2600 -2400 -2200 -2000'- 1800 -1600

-f (cm-1)
Fig. 1. Complex field-amplitude spectrum 'Pl( for 1-D square-law
refractive medium illuminated by Gaussian beam. Heights of reso-
nant peaks are proportional to power in the corresponding modes.

Positions of peaks locate the guide's propagation constants.

Table I. Comparison of Numerically and Analytically Determined Propagation Constants, Relative Mode Powers, and Mode Delays for 1-D Square-Law
Fiber Illuminated by Gaussian Beam

Numerical Analytical
n /3'n (cm-') AO' (cm-') A./A2 O/3'0/o (nsec/km) ,, (cm-') A2/A23',,

0 2995.55 - 1 160.0024 2995.55 1 160.0
2 2914.59 80.96 0.180003 160.0017 2914.60 0.180000 160.0
4 2833.64 80.95 4.86000X 10-2 160.0051 2833.65 4.860000 X 10-2 160.0
6 2752.68 80.96 1.45808 X 10-2 160.0012 2752.70 1.4580 X 10-2 160.0
8 2671.73 80.95 4.59305 X 1-3 160.0014 2671.75 4.59270 X 10-2 160.0

10 2590.77 80.96 1.48818 X 10-3 160.0050 2590.80 1.48004 X 10-3 160.0
12 2509.81 80.96 4.91110 X 10-4 160.0000 2509.85 4.91051 X 10-4 160.0
14 2428.86 80.95 1.64175 X 10-4 159.9988 2428.90 1.64151 X 10-4 160.0

160.002 2.1 psec/km A' = 80.9499
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O6'(z + Az) .T I [O6'(z) T 1
= exp 2 exp(-i) exp -i Ow 2w

-i exp (-iL )exp -i j 6/(z)+- &'(Z + AZ) + O(AZ)3,
2w

(37)

where for simplicity the arguments x,y have been
omitted. The first term of Eq. (37) represents appli-
cation of the regular propagation operator in Eq. (32)
to the variable

'(z) + iT (Z) (38)
Ow 2w

The terms in Eq. (37) proportional to 6'(z) and 6'(z +
Az) are also proportional to Az and behave as source
terms. The origin of the various terms in Eq. (37) can
be understood by considering the following differential
equation for WI'iOw obtained by differentiating Eq. (7)
with respect to co:

2& ic 2 6' + wno n(xy)2 2
Ozdw - 2wno 1 w 2c n[ no I J Ow

ic V2 6" + i no [n (xy)_l.
2w no 2c no

Equation (37) thus generates a numerical solution to Eq.
(39).

V. Numerical Examples

A. Large-Core Radius 1-D Square-Law Fiber
Illuminated by Gaussian Beam (Single Resonance Fit)

Figure 1 and Table I contain results for a truncated
square-law index profile defined by

n2={ [ A(a]x< a , (40)
n2 =(1-2A)n2 X > a,

with a = 2, A = 0.04665, a = 62.5 Am, and no = 1.5. The
vacuum wavelength X was taken to be 1 Aim, and the
total propagation distance was Z = 5 cm. An absorber
was placed just beyond x = a, and the field was sampled
at 128 points in the interval between -62.5 gm and 62.5
,im.

The appropriate mode eigenfunctions for this prob-
lem are17

un(x) = (w'r/2 2nn!)1/2H(x/a,) exp(-x 2 /2 2), (41)

where the Hn (x) are Hermite polynomials, and
a 11/2

(a= Lk(2AP'l2 1
(42)

The field at z = 0 was taken to be the Gaussian '(x ,0)
= exp(-x 2 /2a-2 ), with i = 10.24 gm, where = 2a.

Figure 1 shows a plot of the complex field-amplitude
spectrum P1 () vs -. (This convention was adopted
in Ref. 2 because of the similarity between a waveguide
and a quantum-mechanical description of an attractive
potential.) The frequency derivative spectrum P2()
is not shown, since it differs from P(/) only by a scale

factor. A detailed comparison between numerically and
analytically determined values of ' A/A', and a' ,,/aw
based on fits of individual resonances in P 1() and
P 2 (0) is provided in Table I. The analytical values of
/' were obtained from2

aw, = /nl n (24)1/2 (n + 1/2)

no C no a
(43)

and the analytical values of A2/Ao were obtained from

I2n! 11/2 (1-bn 1

A2 1r22n-1(1 + b2)I + b2 n!

where b = a/
It is seen from Table I that for the two lowest-order

modes the numerical and analytical values of /3n agree
to within 0.01 cm-1 and that for all modes indicated the
numerical eigenvalue separation /3n agrees with the
analytical value to within 0.01 cm-1. The numerically
determined group delays a/3'law are constant to within
±2.1 psec/km. Furthermore, the numerically deter-
mined relative mode weights agree with their analytical
counterparts to four significant figures, which repre-
sents a considerable improvement over previous results
obtained with polynomial interpolation.2 This accu-
racy in the determination of Wn is essential for accu-
rately extracting the group delays from Eq. (30). The
excellent agreement between the numerical and analytic
values of /3o'law justifies the neglect of the first right-
hand term in Eq. (26).

B. Large-Core Radius 1-D Fiber with a = 1.85
Illuminated by Off-Axis Gaussian Beam (Single-
Resonance Fit)

In this example the conditions are the same as in the
previous one, except that a = 1.85, A = 0.03007, and the
Gaussian beam is displaced by 9.842, Am from the axis.
Figs. 2(a) and (b) show the spectra 910() and P 2(/3),
respectively. Clearly P2 (0) is almost identical to P1(),
except for a scale factor. This is because the O' /dzo
values modulating the latter spectrum do not differ
much from one another. The group delays for thirty-
eight modes are plotted vs -' in Fig. 3. Also plotted
in Fig. 3 is the straight line

af' =2no ( + B (2-1:
9z Tc 2+ a X 2+ a)

(45)

which represents the group delay as a function of the
propagation constant given by WKB theory18 applied
to the Fresnel Eq. (7). Equation (45) is also an exact
result for Eq. (7) for a core of infinite extent, as can be
proved by application of the quantum-mechanical virial
theorem.18 The calculated group delays are seen to be
in excellent agreement with Eq. (45).

C. Small-Core Radius 1-D Fiber with a = 1.85
Illuminated by Incoherent Source (Single-Resonance
Fit)

In this example the value of a has been reduced to
31.25 gm and the cladding extended to a radius of 62.5
gim, where a strong absorber is placed. The value of A
is taken to be 0.007873. The fiber is assumed to be il-
luminated by an incoherent source. The spectrum
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P 1() is shown in Fig. 4(a), indicating both trapped and
leaky modes. The group delays are plotted vs - in
Fig. 4(b) for the guided modes. Agreement with Eq.
(40) is good except near cutoff, where large deviations
are evident. This shows that WKB theory is not
trustworthy for modes near cutoff. The downturn in
the modal group decay near cutoff is easily understood,
since the delay must vanish in the cladding, but aon//ro
must remain a continuous function of 3',,.
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Fig. 2. One-dimensional power-law refractive medium with = 1.85
illuminated by off-axis Gaussian beam: (a) complex field-amplitude
spectrum PTi(/); (b) field frequency derivative spectrum PO2 (). The
latter closely resembles the former except for scale factor. The
similarity in shape is due to the small variation in O/3,/Ow over the

mode set.
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Fig. 3. Group delays vs - for 1-D power-law refractive medium
with a = 1.85, off-axis Gaussian illumination (see Fig. 2). Straight
line represents locus of exact values for profile of infinite extent, ob-

tainable either by WKB theory or virial theorem.

D. Large-Core Radius 2-D Square-Law Fiber
Illuminated by Gaussian Beam (Single Resonance Fit)

The conditions for this case are the same as in case A
except that x is replaced by r. The spectrum P1 () is
shown in Fig. 5, and a comparison between analytic and
numerically determined propagation constants and
mode delay times is shown in Table II, where it is seen
that the accuracies attained are quite close to those for
the 1-D case. Due to the axial symmetry of the exciting
beam, only even parity modes are excited. The ana-
lytical results were obtained from the expression2

Aniw (ml+2A +11)/'(mn) = -- mn (2A) +1)
no c no a

(46)

E. Large-Core Radius 2-D a = 1.85 Fiber Illuminated
by On-Axis Gaussian Beam (Single Resonance Fit)

The conditions here are the same as for case B, with
x replaced by r and the Gaussian beam centered on-axis.
Figure 6(a) shows the spectrum P1 (), and (b) shows the
mode delays plotted vs -' together with Eq. (4).
Because of the axial symmetry of the source, only a
limited number of modes is excited. The agreement
with Eq. (45) is excellent overall.

F. Small-Core Radius 2-D a = 1.85 Fiber Illuminated
by On-Axis Gaussian (Single Resonance Fit)

The fiber has the same characteristics as the guide in
case C except that x is replaced by r and a = 31 Aim.
The fiber is illuminated by the on-axis Gaussian of cases
D and E. Figure 7(a) shows the spectrum P1 (), and
(b) shows the mode delays plotted vs -'. As in the
1-D example the delays depart significantly from the
WKB results for modes near cutoff.
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Fig. 4. One-dimensional power-law waveguide with a = 1.85 illu-
minated by incoherent source. Cladding begins 31.25 Am from center.
(a) Plot of complex field-amplitude spectrum 'P(O) vs -/3 showing
guided and leaky modes. (b) Group delays vs -/ showing departure

from WKB theory for modes near cutoff.

G. Small-Core Radius 2-D a = 1.85 Fiber Illuminated
by Off-Axis Gaussian (Multiple-Resonance Least-
Squares Fit)

The conditions here are the same as for case F, but the
illuminating Gaussian has been displaced 9.842 Arm
off-axis as in case B. Figure 8(a) shows the spectrum
P1 (o), and (b) shows the mode delays plotted vs - 3'n,
The behavior exhibited in Fig. 8 is qualitatively similar
to that exhibited in Fig. 7, but there are twice as many
mode groups excited in the latter as in the former.

In this case an independent fit of the individual res-
onances in P 2(0) failed to provide points lying along a
straight line. Instead, the points would alternate with
every other point lying somewhat above the line.
However, the situation was remedied by fitting all
eighteen resonances with a least-squares fit. Figure
8(b) shows the results of this least-squares fit. Un-
doubtedly, splitting of these resonances is taking place,
but the propagation distance is not sufficient to resolve
it.
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U1067

a,

o: 10-8

0

10-1

lo-'1

-3000 -2800 -2600 -2400 -2200 -2000 -1800 -1600

-P (cm- 1 )

Fig. 5. Mode spectrum excited in 2-D square-law refractive medium
(large-core fiber) by on-axis Gaussian beam.

Table II. Comparison of Numerically and Analytically Determined Propagation Constants and Mode Delays for a 2-D Square-Law Fiber Illuminated by
Gaussian Beam.

Numerical Analytical
m +12 /3'n (cm-') On/O (nsec/km) /3An (cm') /'/o (nsec/km)

0 2975.31 160.0030 2975.31 160.0
2 2894.35 160.0019 2894.36 160.0
4 2813.40 160.0037 2813.41 160.0
6 2732.44 160.0015 2732.46 160.0
8 2651.49 160.0016 2651.51 160.0

10 2570.53 160.0043 2570.56 160.0
12 2489.58 159.9990 2489.61 160.0
14 2408.62 160.0011 2408.66 160.0
16 2327.67 160.0038 2327.71 160.0
18 2246.71 159.9996 2246.76 160.0

160.002 ± 2.8 psec/km
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H. Large-Core Radius 2-D Square-Law Fiber
Illuminated by On-Axis Gaussian (Mulitple-Resonance
Least-Squares Fit)

This is the same as case D, but the resulting spectra
have been analyzed with a multiple-resonance least-
squares fit. Results are shown in Table III and Fig. 9.
The eigenvalues /,, were located by fitting the individual
resonances first in accordance with the method outlined
in the Appendix. However, for determining weights W,,
and modal delays 8~/3,,1aco it was assumed that the
spectra P1 (o) and O2 () could be represented by mul-
tiline expressions of the form (19) and (28), respectively,

lo1

.E 100

?7 1o-1

,t 1 0-2

- 10-3

E
M 10-4
axU

a 10-5

W 10-6
3:0

a 10-8
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10-10
-3000 -2800 -2600 -2400 -2200 -2000 -1800 -1600

-13 (cm- 1 )

where the line-center spatial frequencies are provided
by the single-line fit. Table III is based on a least-
squares fit for the coefficients in these multiline ex-
pressions. The least-squares fit encompassed all values
of P1 (3) and P2(3) included in the first fourteen reso-
nances starting from the fundamental mode.

Computations were made for propagation distances
Z = 2.457 cm and 4.914 cm. From Table III and Fig. 8
it is seen that the calculated constant value of 9/3'M/o
varies with propagation distance. This is due to the
contribution of the first right-hand terms in Eqs. (26)
or (31b). Using the results of the calculations for the
two distances the contribution in Eq. (31b) that scales
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Fig. 6. Large-core radius 2-D c = 1.85 fiber illuminated by on-axis
Gaussian beam: (a) modal power spectrum 'P1 () vs -3; (b) mode-

group delays vs -3 showing WKB solution (the straight line).
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Fig. 7. Small-core radius 2-D a = 1.85 fiber illuminated by on-axis
Gaussian beam: (a) modal power spectrum 'P1 () vs -l; (b) mode-

group delays vs - showing deviation from WKB solution.
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with Z-1 was determined and a suitable correction
made. The results attained with this correction are
seen in the last column of Table III and in the lowest set
of points in Fig. 8. The computed value of a/3'nlaw thus
agrees with its analytic counterpart to 1 part in 106 or
to within ±0.12 psec/km. Even without the Z-1-de-
pendent correction, however, the least-squares result
for 2 = 4.914 cm gives a constant a3,,/ao. to within ±0.12
psec/km, as can be seen from column 4 of Table III.
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Fig. 8. Small-core radius 2-D a = 1.85 fiber illuminated by off-axis
Gaussian: (a) modal spectrum; (b) mode-group delays vs -/.

Heights of spectral peaks determined by least-squares fit.
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Fig. 9. Two-dimensional square-law medium illuminated by on-axis
Gaussian (see Fig. 5 for spectrum). Calculations of mode-group de-
lays vs -/3 with least-squares fit are shown for two separate propa-
gation distances. These enable determination of correction term that
scales inversely with propagation distance. Corrected values agree

with analytical value to within 40.12 psec/km.

Table 1ii. Comparison of Single-Resonance and Multiple-Resonance Least-Squares Fit Computations of Mode-Group Delays with Analytical Values for
2-D Square-Law Fibera

Z =2.457 cm Z =4.914 cm
Single Least- Single Least-

m + n resonance fit squares fit resonance fit squares fit Corrected

0 160.0236 160.0463 160.0030 160.0145 159.9827
2 160.0240 160.0464 160.0019 160.0145 159.9826
4 160.0269 160.0464 160.0037 160.0145 159.9826
6 160.0237 160.0465 160.0015 160.0146 159.9827
8 160.0241 160.0466 160.0016 160.0146 159.9826

10 160.0253 160.0467 160.0043 160.0146 159.9825
12 160.0236 160.0469 159.9990 160.0147 159.9825
14 160.0256 160.0470 160.0011 160.0147 159.9824
16 160.0315 160.0471 160.0038 160.0148 159.9825
18 160.0067 160.0473 159.9996 160.0148 159.9823

160.002 160.0146 159.9825
± 2.8 psec/km + 0.12 psec/km i 0.1 psec/km

Analytical value of O/3',Ow = 159.9826 nsec/km

a Calculation at two propagation distances permits determination of Z-1 correction (last column). Units are in nsec/km.
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VI. Summary and Conclusions

We have described a new technique for determining
modal properties of optical waveguides from a config-
uration space solution of the Fresnel or parabolic wave
equation. The properties determined are the propa-
gation constants 3',, the relative mode powers (weights)
Wn, and the mode-group delays 8(3,ld,O. It is adequate
to treat the Fresnel equation, since the mode parameters
for the Helmholtz equation can be easily derived from
those of the Fresnel equation. Application of the
technique requires computation of the correlation
functions (6'*(x,y,0)&(x,y,z)) and (6'*(x,y,0)ae'I
aw(x,y,z)) and their Fourier transforms with respect to
z. Analysis of the positions and heights of the resonant
peaks in these spectra yields the mode constants. The
application of line-shape fitting techniques allows the
determination of these data with great precision. The
method, we feel, offers great promise for the general
study of the properties of optical waveguides.

This work was performed under the auspices of the
U. S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory under contract W-7405-ENG-48.

Appendix: Line-Shape Fitting Method
In terms of the variable

6 = ( - /3,)Z/27r, (Al)

the line-shape function Li(O - ,,') of Eq. (19) can be
written

LI(6) = 51(6) - 10 + 1) + 1(6 - 1)1,

-3r + (9r2 - 8)1/2

6' = 2

-3r -(9r 2 -8)1/2 R > 1.
2

(A10)

In terms of the line-center offset parameter 6', ',,' can
be obtained from Eq (A6) as

/3,n' = /3m - 2z6'

and Ww, can be obtained from Eq. (A4) as

W.,= Pj(m'A)/L 1(6').

The line-shape function 2( - ) in Eq.
be similarly written

L2(6) = 2(6) - 1/2[572(6 + 1) + 92(0 - 1)],

where

exp(27ri6)(1 - 2ri6) - 1
5'2(b) = 1

2

(All)

(A12)

(29) can

(A13)

(A14)

In the neighborhood of = ', 2 () can be repre-
sented as

P2(0) =-iZ - W,.'X2(6)
aw

(A15)

Since ' and W,,, have already been determined from
Eqs. (A10) and (A12), o,,'/aco is given by

0/3. i'P 2 (m'A3)
Ow ZW L,.2 (6')(A2)

where

51 (b) exp(2ri) - 1 Wa)

2,ri 6

91(°) = 1. (A3b)

If a local maximum in the sampled values of P (O) oc-
curs for /3m' = m'as, in the range (m' - 1)A3 • < (m'
+ 1)A/3,P1 () can be represented as

() = W',.L 1(/), (A4)

where -1/2 < 6 < 1/2. Let

R(6') =P 1 [(m' + A)O/] £1(6' + 1)

Pl[(r - 1)A] - 1(6' - 1)
where

6' = (/m - /n)Z/2ii. (A6)

Making use of Eqs. (A2)-(A3) we can write Eq. (A5)
as

6/2 - 36' + 2

6/2 + 36' + 2

Thus 6' satisfies

6'2 - 3r6' + 2 =0, (A8)

where

r = (1 + R)/(1-R). (A9)

The appropriate solution to Eq. (A8) is

(A16)
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